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Extending control stability results from
voltage-source to current-controlled AC or

DC power converters
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Abstract: Many control stability results consider the interaction of voltage-source converters,
but most real converters use a nested current loop. This paper develops a general method
to extend voltage-source stability results to current-controlled converters. Nonlinear dead-zone
oscillator (DZO) control, a control method originally formulated for voltage-source inverters,
is experimentally validated with a three-phase system of current-controlled inverters. This
validates the equivalence of current-based control, and also demonstrates DZO control in three-
phase hardware for the first time. The extension to current-controlled converters enhances safety
and increases the breadth of application for existing control methods that assume voltage-
source converters. In addition, current-based control can manipulate the load sharing between
converters using a virtual output impedance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing penetration of power converters has raised
new problems and opportunities in the control of small
power systems and microgrids, a trend noted by Trud-
nowski et al. (2006); Dong et al. (2011); Salehi et al. (2012).
Power conversion decouples the physical dynamics of gen-
erators and loads from the rest of the system, but allows
almost any set of dynamics to be substituted. Converter
dynamics can be designed to facilitate load sharing and
voltage regulation among multiple generators in both AC
and DC power systems, as well as frequency regulation and
synchronization in AC power systems (see Bidram et al.
(2014)). Of specific recent interest are efforts to replicate
the stability and convergence results for coupled oscillators
of various types in AC systems of coupled inverters Dörfler
et al. (2013); Simpson-Porco et al. (2013).

Numerous theoretical results are available on these topics,
but relatively few are tested in hardware. Most approaches
approximate a switching power converter as an ideal volt-
age source. Controller dynamics are assigned to command
this output voltage, and the feedback is output current.
This is a logical approach for control of voltage-source
converters.

In practice, however, it is far more common to have a
low-level nested control loop in the converter to render
it a controlled current source. One major reason is that
semiconductors are very sensitive to overloads of even very
short duration, and the current-controlled formulation
makes it easy to enforce protective limits. This is especially
important during fault conditions and rapid transients.
The current control also provides some benefits during low-
voltage ride-through conditions when the converter must
output full rated current into a faulted (zero voltage) grid.
Converter control based on the voltage-source formulation
presents no immediately obvious way to satisfy these
protective limiting requirements, which presently limits its
commercial deployment.

This paper attempts to bring these converter control
methods closer to deployment through two main contri-
butions. The first is a general approach that can extend
a voltage-source analysis into a current-controlled version
while maintaining its stability proofs, enabling more di-
rect implementation into the current-controlled converters
common today. The approach is then used to implement
a voltage-source algorithm in current-controlled inverters,
and demonstrate dead-zone oscillator (DZO) control with
three-phase inverters for the first time. The resulting AC
grid demonstrates self-synchronization, voltage and fre-
quency regulation, and power sharing without dedicated
communications.

DZO control entails controlling inverters to emulate the
dynamics of nonlinear DZOs. The inverter terminal volt-
ages oscillate in a stable, sinusoidal limit cycle, and
the DZO parameters can be tuned such that parallel-
connected inverters self-synchronize with no communica-
tion other than that inherent to their common electri-
cal coupling. In Johnson et al. (2014c) DZO control was
presented for implementation in single-phase systems of
parallel-connected voltage-source inverters, and a method
was developed to control the relative power contribution or
“load-share” of inverters. In Johnson et al. (2014b), DZO
control was experimentally validated and sufficient con-
ditions for the synchronization of parallel inverters were
derived. The extension of DZO control to a three-phase
system of parallel-connected voltage-source inverters was
introduced and simulated in Johnson et al. (2014a), and
a method of controlling the relative power contribution
of inverters by altering their current feedback gains was
introduced.

The DZO control in all of these works assumes ideal
voltage-source inverters. Here, this analysis is extended to
hardware testing of current-controlled three-phase invert-
ers. We also demonstrate new method of controlling the
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derived. The extension of DZO control to a three-phase
system of parallel-connected voltage-source inverters was
introduced and simulated in Johnson et al. (2014a), and
a method of controlling the relative power contribution
of inverters by altering their current feedback gains was
introduced.

The DZO control in all of these works assumes ideal
voltage-source inverters. Here, this analysis is extended to
hardware testing of current-controlled three-phase invert-
ers. We also demonstrate new method of controlling the
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Abstract: Many control stability results consider the interaction of voltage-source converters,
but most real converters use a nested current loop. This paper develops a general method
to extend voltage-source stability results to current-controlled converters. Nonlinear dead-zone
oscillator (DZO) control, a control method originally formulated for voltage-source inverters,
is experimentally validated with a three-phase system of current-controlled inverters. This
validates the equivalence of current-based control, and also demonstrates DZO control in three-
phase hardware for the first time. The extension to current-controlled converters enhances safety
and increases the breadth of application for existing control methods that assume voltage-
source converters. In addition, current-based control can manipulate the load sharing between
converters using a virtual output impedance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing penetration of power converters has raised
new problems and opportunities in the control of small
power systems and microgrids, a trend noted by Trud-
nowski et al. (2006); Dong et al. (2011); Salehi et al. (2012).
Power conversion decouples the physical dynamics of gen-
erators and loads from the rest of the system, but allows
almost any set of dynamics to be substituted. Converter
dynamics can be designed to facilitate load sharing and
voltage regulation among multiple generators in both AC
and DC power systems, as well as frequency regulation and
synchronization in AC power systems (see Bidram et al.
(2014)). Of specific recent interest are efforts to replicate
the stability and convergence results for coupled oscillators
of various types in AC systems of coupled inverters Dörfler
et al. (2013); Simpson-Porco et al. (2013).

Numerous theoretical results are available on these topics,
but relatively few are tested in hardware. Most approaches
approximate a switching power converter as an ideal volt-
age source. Controller dynamics are assigned to command
this output voltage, and the feedback is output current.
This is a logical approach for control of voltage-source
converters.

In practice, however, it is far more common to have a
low-level nested control loop in the converter to render
it a controlled current source. One major reason is that
semiconductors are very sensitive to overloads of even very
short duration, and the current-controlled formulation
makes it easy to enforce protective limits. This is especially
important during fault conditions and rapid transients.
The current control also provides some benefits during low-
voltage ride-through conditions when the converter must
output full rated current into a faulted (zero voltage) grid.
Converter control based on the voltage-source formulation
presents no immediately obvious way to satisfy these
protective limiting requirements, which presently limits its
commercial deployment.

This paper attempts to bring these converter control
methods closer to deployment through two main contri-
butions. The first is a general approach that can extend
a voltage-source analysis into a current-controlled version
while maintaining its stability proofs, enabling more di-
rect implementation into the current-controlled converters
common today. The approach is then used to implement
a voltage-source algorithm in current-controlled inverters,
and demonstrate dead-zone oscillator (DZO) control with
three-phase inverters for the first time. The resulting AC
grid demonstrates self-synchronization, voltage and fre-
quency regulation, and power sharing without dedicated
communications.

DZO control entails controlling inverters to emulate the
dynamics of nonlinear DZOs. The inverter terminal volt-
ages oscillate in a stable, sinusoidal limit cycle, and
the DZO parameters can be tuned such that parallel-
connected inverters self-synchronize with no communica-
tion other than that inherent to their common electri-
cal coupling. In Johnson et al. (2014c) DZO control was
presented for implementation in single-phase systems of
parallel-connected voltage-source inverters, and a method
was developed to control the relative power contribution or
“load-share” of inverters. In Johnson et al. (2014b), DZO
control was experimentally validated and sufficient con-
ditions for the synchronization of parallel inverters were
derived. The extension of DZO control to a three-phase
system of parallel-connected voltage-source inverters was
introduced and simulated in Johnson et al. (2014a), and
a method of controlling the relative power contribution
of inverters by altering their current feedback gains was
introduced.

The DZO control in all of these works assumes ideal
voltage-source inverters. Here, this analysis is extended to
hardware testing of current-controlled three-phase invert-
ers. We also demonstrate new method of controlling the
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Fig. 1. General model of a voltage-source converter.

relative power contributions of current-controlled inverters
that uses virtual output impedances.

Section 2 describes the extension of voltage-source stability
results to the current-controlled case. Section 3 summa-
rizes DZO dynamics, Section 4 describes our implementa-
tion of DZO control, and Section 5 contains the results.

2. CURRENT CONTROLLED EQUIVALENT OF A
VOLTAGE-SOURCE ALGORITHM

2.1 Converter Model

A typical voltage-source converter is shown in Figure 1
with ideal semiconductor switches. The voltage at the
output of the inverter bridge is Vi, and current is measured
at that location. The converter has an output filter with an
inductor and a parallel capacitor, which may be omitted
depending on filtering requirements. The voltage at the
output terminals is Vg. The “Grid” component G reflects
everything else in the system: impedances, loads, and other
inverters. It establishes a voltage Vg based on the injected
current and activity in the rest of the system. While a
single-phase AC converter is shown here, other switch
configurations can create three-phase or DC converters.

This system can be simplified into Figure 2 by assuming
the switching dynamics are fast enough to be neglected
and treating the inverter bridge as an ideal voltage source.
The inductor or any series output filter element is reflected
in the system Fs which takes voltage drop Vi − Vg as
input and calculates a current. The output capacitor or
parallel filter elements are lumped into the grid system,
now denoted G′.

2.2 Voltage source analysis

Stability analysis of a DC or AC interconnected converter
system includes assumptions about three elements: the
controller dynamics; the grid impedance and intercon-
nections seen from the voltage source; and the switching
dynamics, which are fast and often neglected.

The controller dynamics operate in software as C(IF ) and
assign a voltage based on the measured output current
IF . The output filter system Fs uses the voltage drop to
produce a current. Note that all the components C, F , and
G may be nonlinear. The basic equations are thus

Vi = C(IF ). (1)

IF = Fs(Vi − Vg) (2)

IF = Fs(C(IF )−G′(IF , u1−N )) (3)

G'VgVi
FS

Fig. 2. The converter switches can be represented as
an ideal voltage source. Series filter components are
represented as FS , while parallel filter elements are
lumped into the grid to become G′.

Fig. 3. A current-controlled inverter with a sufficiently fast
PI loop can enforce any I ′F . Thus, given a simulated
output voltage V ′

i , it can enforce any F ′
s(V

′
i − Vg).

Note that when F ′
S �= Fs, in general V ′

i �= Vi.

where the nonlinear Fs in (2) becomes an admittance in
the linear case. The effect of other inverters is u1−N .

2.3 Current controlled equivalent

To change the analysis for a current-controlled version, we
assume an arbitrarily fast PI (or similar) current-control
loop that enforces a desired output current by varying
the converter output voltage. The output impedance G′

must be bounded. Current-control requires some ability
to modulate output current and will not function with
an open circuit. This condition can be satisfied with a
parallel-connected filter capacitor as in Figure 1 even if the
grid interface to the converter terminals G is unconnected.

Such an ideal current-controlled converter removes the
effects of Fs on current as it is within the closed-loop
portion. However, we can simulate the effects of any F ′

s
in software, as shown in Figure 3.

We take the controller output V ′
i , and subtract the mea-

sured terminal voltage Vg to create the voltage difference
needed to calculate output current with F ′

s. This current
is then fed back as the current command. Assuming the
current controller is very fast and well-tuned, a singular
perturbations argument allows us to treat it as a current
source so that IF matches exactly the desired I ′F . We
can then replace the closed-loop current controller with
a current source for analysis.

For a voltage-source model, the output impedance includes
the series output filter of the inverter Fs in Figure 2,
which is a physical hardware component. For the current-
controlled version, the physical output filter impedance
is neglected due to the ideal current control loop, but a
simulated filter impedance is included in the controller
dynamics. This makes the full system analysis and system
dynamics identical to the previous case, except for that
filter dynamics Fs are now virtual rather than real.
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This leaves our modified system:

V ′
i = C(I ′F ) (4)

I ′F = F ′
s(V

′
i − Vg) (5)

I ′F = F ′
S(C(I ′F )−G′(IF , u1−N )), (6)

with simulated quantities denoted by primes. Thus, for
F ′
s = Fs, the system dynamics are identical to the voltage-

source case. This method makes no assumptions about
linearity or AC vs DC operation. The main underlying
assumption is that the current loop is stable and much
faster than other dynamics such that IF converges to I ′F .
A necessary condition for this assumption is the effective
grid impedance G′ must be finite.

Software control of the inverter’s effective output filter
characteristics presents two opportunities: Firstly, some
methods use the design of this filter to control power
sharing, droop, etc. For this reason, software control of this
parameter can be more useful than changing the actual
hardware values. Most causal filter models can be used
independent of the actual hardware. As a side benefit,
the simulated filter impedance will be accurately known
for analysis, which is not always the case with hardware
systems.

This idea similarly extends to three-phase systems, includ-
ing unbalanced or nonlinear cases.

3. APPLICATION OF DEAD-ZONE OSCILLATOR
CONTROL TO CURRENT-CONTROLLED

THREE-PHASE INVERTERS

DZO control was formulated in Johnson et al. (2014c),
Johnson et al. (2014b), and Johnson et al. (2014a) as a
voltage-source algorithm, but a current-controlled equiv-
alent would both increase the breadth of application for
DZO control and capture the advantages of controlling the
effective output impedance of inverters through software.
To these ends, the method developed in Section 2 of adapt-
ing voltage-source control algorithms to current-controlled
converters is applied to DZO control.

3.1 Dead-Zone Oscillator Control

Under DZO control, an inverter emulates the dynamics
of a nonlinear DZO, inspired by the well-known Van der
Pol oscillator. A DZO circuit equivalent model, which
comprises a parallel RLC circuit and a nonlinear voltage-
dependent current source, is shown in Figure 4. The
DZO is a nonlinear dynamic system of two states: The
inductor current iL and the DZO terminal voltage vosc.
The dynamics of the DZO are

dvosc
dt

=
1

C
(vosc(σ − 1

R
)− f(vosc)− iL − iosc] (7)

diL
dt

=
1

L
vosc, (8)

g(vosc) = f(vosc)− σvosc (9)

where f(vosc) is the dead-zone function with parameters
σ and ϕ, and g(vosc) is the voltage-current characteristic
of the voltage-dependent current source, which is related
to f(vosc) by (9).

The dynamics of the DZO, as described in Johnson et al.
(2014b), are determined by the impedance of its parallel

Fig. 4. Circuit model of the Dead-Zone Oscillator. ig, the
output of the voltage-dependent current source, is
a nonlinear function g(vosc). The impedance of the
parallel RLC circuit, together with the parameters σ
and ϕ of g(vosc), control the limit cycle of a single
DZO and the interaction of coupled DZOs.

Johnson et al. (2014c)

RLC circuit and by the parameters of g(vosc). For a
standalone inverter, vosc has a stable, unique limit cycle
if σ > 1/R. The limit cycle is approximately sinusoidal if√
L/C(σ − 1/R) � 1 with frequency close to the natural

frequency of the RLC circuit, 1/
√
LC.

When inverters are parallel-connected under DZO control
the output current of each inverter is determined by Vi,
Fs, and Vg. The inverters self-synchronize due to the
dependence of each inverter’s output current IF on the
shared grid voltage. Load-sharing between inverters is
accomplished through the dependence of each inverter
current IF on its own output filter impedance Fs.

3.2 Adaptation of DZO Control to Current-Controlled
Inverters

The initial DZO control derivation and testing used
voltage-source inverters. The controller measures the cur-
rent IF at the terminal of the inverter and commands the
bridge voltage Vi.

DZO control can be adapted to current-controlled invert-
ers by the method developed in Section 2. As Figure 3
illustrates, the DZO terminal voltage V ′

i is used with the
voltage measured at the grid terminal to calculate I ′F ,
which is both sent to the current-controlled inverter as
a control signal and fed back into the DZO model to
determine the value of V ′

i at the next time-step.

3.3 Virtual Output Impedance Scaling for Load-Sharing
Control

The work of Johnson et al. (2014c) developed a method
of controlling the relative power contribution of parallel
inverters under DZO control that involved tuning their
output impedances. If the filter impedance of any kth

inverter in a system of parallel inverters are related to some
reference impedance, ZF,R, by a scalar factor κk, then it
can be demonstrated that

Pk

Pj
=

κj

κk
∀k, j = 1...N (10)
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This leaves our modified system:

V ′
i = C(I ′F ) (4)

I ′F = F ′
s(V

′
i − Vg) (5)

I ′F = F ′
S(C(I ′F )−G′(IF , u1−N )), (6)

with simulated quantities denoted by primes. Thus, for
F ′
s = Fs, the system dynamics are identical to the voltage-

source case. This method makes no assumptions about
linearity or AC vs DC operation. The main underlying
assumption is that the current loop is stable and much
faster than other dynamics such that IF converges to I ′F .
A necessary condition for this assumption is the effective
grid impedance G′ must be finite.

Software control of the inverter’s effective output filter
characteristics presents two opportunities: Firstly, some
methods use the design of this filter to control power
sharing, droop, etc. For this reason, software control of this
parameter can be more useful than changing the actual
hardware values. Most causal filter models can be used
independent of the actual hardware. As a side benefit,
the simulated filter impedance will be accurately known
for analysis, which is not always the case with hardware
systems.

This idea similarly extends to three-phase systems, includ-
ing unbalanced or nonlinear cases.

3. APPLICATION OF DEAD-ZONE OSCILLATOR
CONTROL TO CURRENT-CONTROLLED

THREE-PHASE INVERTERS

DZO control was formulated in Johnson et al. (2014c),
Johnson et al. (2014b), and Johnson et al. (2014a) as a
voltage-source algorithm, but a current-controlled equiv-
alent would both increase the breadth of application for
DZO control and capture the advantages of controlling the
effective output impedance of inverters through software.
To these ends, the method developed in Section 2 of adapt-
ing voltage-source control algorithms to current-controlled
converters is applied to DZO control.

3.1 Dead-Zone Oscillator Control

Under DZO control, an inverter emulates the dynamics
of a nonlinear DZO, inspired by the well-known Van der
Pol oscillator. A DZO circuit equivalent model, which
comprises a parallel RLC circuit and a nonlinear voltage-
dependent current source, is shown in Figure 4. The
DZO is a nonlinear dynamic system of two states: The
inductor current iL and the DZO terminal voltage vosc.
The dynamics of the DZO are

dvosc
dt

=
1

C
(vosc(σ − 1

R
)− f(vosc)− iL − iosc] (7)

diL
dt

=
1

L
vosc, (8)

g(vosc) = f(vosc)− σvosc (9)

where f(vosc) is the dead-zone function with parameters
σ and ϕ, and g(vosc) is the voltage-current characteristic
of the voltage-dependent current source, which is related
to f(vosc) by (9).

The dynamics of the DZO, as described in Johnson et al.
(2014b), are determined by the impedance of its parallel

Fig. 4. Circuit model of the Dead-Zone Oscillator. ig, the
output of the voltage-dependent current source, is
a nonlinear function g(vosc). The impedance of the
parallel RLC circuit, together with the parameters σ
and ϕ of g(vosc), control the limit cycle of a single
DZO and the interaction of coupled DZOs.

Johnson et al. (2014c)

RLC circuit and by the parameters of g(vosc). For a
standalone inverter, vosc has a stable, unique limit cycle
if σ > 1/R. The limit cycle is approximately sinusoidal if√

L/C(σ − 1/R) � 1 with frequency close to the natural

frequency of the RLC circuit, 1/
√
LC.

When inverters are parallel-connected under DZO control
the output current of each inverter is determined by Vi,
Fs, and Vg. The inverters self-synchronize due to the
dependence of each inverter’s output current IF on the
shared grid voltage. Load-sharing between inverters is
accomplished through the dependence of each inverter
current IF on its own output filter impedance Fs.

3.2 Adaptation of DZO Control to Current-Controlled
Inverters

The initial DZO control derivation and testing used
voltage-source inverters. The controller measures the cur-
rent IF at the terminal of the inverter and commands the
bridge voltage Vi.

DZO control can be adapted to current-controlled invert-
ers by the method developed in Section 2. As Figure 3
illustrates, the DZO terminal voltage V ′

i is used with the
voltage measured at the grid terminal to calculate I ′F ,
which is both sent to the current-controlled inverter as
a control signal and fed back into the DZO model to
determine the value of V ′

i at the next time-step.

3.3 Virtual Output Impedance Scaling for Load-Sharing
Control

The work of Johnson et al. (2014c) developed a method
of controlling the relative power contribution of parallel
inverters under DZO control that involved tuning their
output impedances. If the filter impedance of any kth

inverter in a system of parallel inverters are related to some
reference impedance, ZF,R, by a scalar factor κk, then it
can be demonstrated that

Pk

Pj
=

κj

κk
∀k, j = 1...N (10)
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Fig. 5. One inverter subunit coupled to a wye-connected
load. The inverter’s control signal reference and its
negative DC rail are isolated. The negative DC power
rail of each inverter floats in isolation. Each subunit’s
controller reads Vg,A and Vg,B , the load voltages on
phases A and B. Additional inverter subunits are
connected in parallel to the load for synchronization
testing.

Fig. 6. The testbed comprises three inverter subunits
connected in parallel to a wye-connected three-phase
load, shown in the center of the picture on the lower
shelf adjacent to the inverter modules. DC power
sources are on the upper shelf, providing power to
the inverter subunits.

Where Pk is the power supplied by the kth inverter to
the load. This particular method of load-sharing control
involved physically changing inverter output impedances
for a system of voltage-source inverters. The ability of
current-controlled inverters to enforce any virtual filter
impedance F ′

s enables load-sharing to be achieved in this
manner without altering any physical components.

3.4 Extension of DZO to Three-Phase Networks

In Johnson et al. (2014a), the Clarke Transform was used
to generate balanced three-phase voltage control signal
Vi from Vosc and IL, the virtual inductor current of (8).
For control of current-controlled inverters in the test bed
described here, V ′

i is generated in the same way.

4. DZO CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION IN A
THREE-PHASE POWER NETWORK

In this section, DZO control is implemented in a hardware
testbed and experimentally validated for the first time
in a three-phase network of current-controlled inverters.
This hardware implementation validates the results of
Section 2.

4.1 Test Bed Overview

The three-phase testbed consists of three current-controlled
inverter subunits connected in parallel to a wye-connected
resistive load. Figure 5 shows one inverter subunit con-
nected to the load, and displays the core functional ele-
ments of the subunit.

Voltage Measurement The controller samples Vi,A and
Vi,B , the grid voltages on the A and B phases, each at a
rate of 10kHz. A low-pass filter was necessary to ensure
the stability of the controller dynamics in the presence of
switching noise.

DZO Simulation The governing state equations of the
Dead-Zone Oscillator are discretized and solved in real
time with a fixed step size of 100 µs.

Inverter On/Off Switching Each inverter subunit’s con-
troller actuates a normally-open relay to connect the sub-
unit to the grid. When the relay is open the controller
holds the states of the simulated DZO, as well as I ′F,A and

I ′F,B at zero to prevent current loop saturation.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section demonstrates two concepts. The first is the
synchronization of parallel-connected inverters, and the
second is the ability to dynamically change the power
output. The power output of any inverter can be controlled
via its virtual output filter impedance. The ability to alter
the load-share of an inverter by changing its physical out-
put filter ZF,j was demonstrated for single-phase voltage-
controlled inverters in Johnson et al. (2014c). Changing
a virtual output filter as in this experiment achieves the
same result, is simpler, and can be done dynamically.

5.1 Inverter Synchronization

The ability of an inverter under DZO control to syn-
chronize with a network of inverters upon connection is
demonstrated. Current measurements for each phase of
each inverter are displayed in Figures 7a and 7b. Notable
features of this process include: a) Current spike approxi-
mately 10ms after the synchronizing inverter is connected,
reaching a maximum of 4.64A on one phase. b) Out-of-
phase oscillation from 10ms-200ms after connection. c)
Low-amplitude oscillation of the synchronizing inverter
from 200ms-250ms. d) Convergence to full-amplitude, in-
phase oscillation after 250ms.

5.2 Inverter load-sharing control through manipulation of
virtual output impedance

The virtual output impedance of an inverter can be ma-
nipulated during operation to change that inverter’s share
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(a) Current-controlled inverter synchronizes when connected to another inverter.
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(b) Current-controlled inverter synchronizes when connected to two already-synchronized inverters.

Fig. 7. With DZO control, one inverter was successfully synchronized to (a) one inverter operating at rated power and
(b) two inverters operating at full power in a steady-state of synchronization. A maximum load phase current of
4.64A and a maximum inverter phase current of 8.48A were observed in testing.

of the load. In the test demonstrated by Figure 8a, both
inverters oscillate in steady-state synchronization with
identical virtual output impedances (Z′

F,1 = Z ′
F,2) until κ2

is doubled at time 0, increasing |Z ′
F,2| to twice |Z ′

F,1|. After
κ2 is doubled, the output currents IF,1 and IF,2 continue
to oscillate in phase but |IF,2| is approximately half of
|IF,1|. This observation is consistent with the expectation
developed in (10). The opposite process, in which κ2 is
halved rather than doubled, is shown to also yield the
expected results in Figure 8b, with |IF,2| increasing to
approximately twice |IF,1|.

5.3 Response of inverters to a step-change in load

The stability through rapid step-changes in load of
parallel-connected, current-controlled inverters under DZO
control was assessed by switching the load resistance from
2.2 Ω to 0.733 Ω (66% decrease) on each phase while two
inverters were oscillating in steady-state synchronization.
Figure 9a shows two synchronized inverters with equal
load share (Z ′

F,1 = Z ′
F,2) subjected to the load change.

Figure 9b shows the same step change in load resistance
applied to inverters with unequal sharing (Z′

F,1 = 2Z ′
F,2)

such that the load-share of the first inverter is half that
of the second inverter. It can be seen for both tests that

the inverter output currents maintain both their relative
amplitudes and their phase synchronization during a step
change in load resistance from 2.2 Ω to 0.733 Ω.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An approach to power electronic converter control that
bridges the gap between voltage-source and current-
controlled converter applications was formulated and vali-
dated experimentally by the implementation of DZO con-
trol with current-controlled inverters. DZO control was
experimentally validated for the first time in a three-phase
grid and with current-controlled inverters. The ability of
current-controlled inverters to tune their effective output
impedances was demonstrated, and one advantage pro-
vided by this ability was demonstrated by dynamically
changing the load-share of parallel-connected inverters
during operation. The robustness of DZO control to a 66%
step-change in load was also demonstrated with equal and
unequal load-sharing. These results facilitate the deploy-
ment of DZO control by extending it to three-phase and
current-controlled inverter networks, and by demonstrat-
ing a new method of implementing load-sharing.
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(b) Current-controlled inverter synchronizes when connected to two already-synchronized inverters.

Fig. 7. With DZO control, one inverter was successfully synchronized to (a) one inverter operating at rated power and
(b) two inverters operating at full power in a steady-state of synchronization. A maximum load phase current of
4.64A and a maximum inverter phase current of 8.48A were observed in testing.

of the load. In the test demonstrated by Figure 8a, both
inverters oscillate in steady-state synchronization with
identical virtual output impedances (Z′

F,1 = Z ′
F,2) until κ2

is doubled at time 0, increasing |Z ′
F,2| to twice |Z ′

F,1|. After
κ2 is doubled, the output currents IF,1 and IF,2 continue
to oscillate in phase but |IF,2| is approximately half of
|IF,1|. This observation is consistent with the expectation
developed in (10). The opposite process, in which κ2 is
halved rather than doubled, is shown to also yield the
expected results in Figure 8b, with |IF,2| increasing to
approximately twice |IF,1|.

5.3 Response of inverters to a step-change in load

The stability through rapid step-changes in load of
parallel-connected, current-controlled inverters under DZO
control was assessed by switching the load resistance from
2.2 Ω to 0.733 Ω (66% decrease) on each phase while two
inverters were oscillating in steady-state synchronization.
Figure 9a shows two synchronized inverters with equal
load share (Z ′

F,1 = Z ′
F,2) subjected to the load change.

Figure 9b shows the same step change in load resistance
applied to inverters with unequal sharing (Z′

F,1 = 2Z ′
F,2)

such that the load-share of the first inverter is half that
of the second inverter. It can be seen for both tests that

the inverter output currents maintain both their relative
amplitudes and their phase synchronization during a step
change in load resistance from 2.2 Ω to 0.733 Ω.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An approach to power electronic converter control that
bridges the gap between voltage-source and current-
controlled converter applications was formulated and vali-
dated experimentally by the implementation of DZO con-
trol with current-controlled inverters. DZO control was
experimentally validated for the first time in a three-phase
grid and with current-controlled inverters. The ability of
current-controlled inverters to tune their effective output
impedances was demonstrated, and one advantage pro-
vided by this ability was demonstrated by dynamically
changing the load-share of parallel-connected inverters
during operation. The robustness of DZO control to a 66%
step-change in load was also demonstrated with equal and
unequal load-sharing. These results facilitate the deploy-
ment of DZO control by extending it to three-phase and
current-controlled inverter networks, and by demonstrat-
ing a new method of implementing load-sharing.
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(a) The load carried by one inverter is decreased by increasing
virtual output impedance
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(b) The load carried by one inverter is increased by decreasing
virtual output impedance

Fig. 8. Three phase test cases demonstrate the ability to control load sharing between two different inverters by changing
the virtual output impedance of one of them.
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(a) Inverters with equal power sharing
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(b) Inverters with unequal power sharing

Fig. 9. Two synchronized inverters, with both equal and unequal load-sharing, maintain their behavior through a step
increase in load. Load resistance changes from 2.2 Ω to 0.733 Ω
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